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November 3rd, 2021 - Salmon distribution, Cook's Ferry Indian Band. CNA Staff was visiting with Norman Drynock, Chief of Nicomen Indian
Band, page 3.

spíləx̣m
spíləx̣m, pronounced spee-lehx-m. In
nłeʔkepmxcín this word means news,
information, story, and to tell or
inform someone about something. In
short, spíləx̣m means 'tell the news'.
Welcome to the first Issue! We are
very excited to launch this new
newsletter which will inform and
inspire you on a monthly basis
with all things Citxw Nlaka'pamux
Assembly.

Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly has
moved, see more on page 7.

What you will find in our monthly
issues:
Recent, as well as future events
and announcements
Up and coming employment and
training resources such as
training courses and driving
lesson updates
Monthly updates, lessons and
activities on all things
nłeʔkepmxcín
Various updates from the TSD on
ongoing projects
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A message from our manager
Happy New Year,
I will have to honestly say I am happy that 2021 is
behind us, I'm looking forward to a more positive, less
stressful 2022. Having said that we've hit some pretty
good milestones and helping communities recover
from the floods, with some small incremental funding
from foundations and different organizations.
As Christmas came upon us we were engaged by
charity organizations in the lower mainland: Guru
Nanak's Free Kitchen, Khalsa Aid Canada and Connect
FM. They held a toy drive and were able to provide us
with donations of snowsuits for children, gloves and
toques, some winter jackets, and Christmas gifts for
children that were impacted by the evacuation and the
floods. These were distributed to all who were in need
during the season.

One of our business partners generously provided
support with Christmas gifts and gift cards to help one
of our hardest-hit communities affected by the
flooding and evacuation orders.
During the evacuation, we tried to help as much as we
could by providing supports to organizations like the
Red Cross and the ESS on accessing and reaching our
community members for supports, two staff members
have now recieved emergency suppoert services (ESS)
training. It was amazing to see parents come and
collect gifts for their children and leave with smiles on
their faces knowing that Christmas morning would be
better with the support and assistance from the CNA.
I'm also very appreciative of all our staff that help
support families that were in need by coming in on
their own time to help distribute gifts and clothing and
blankets that were donated to us I wish everybody a
positive new year filled with optimism and smiles
-Wayne Kaboni - General Manager
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2021 Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly Salmon Distribution

Salmon for the Winter

Coldwater Indian Band, one of eight participating
communities.

Winter 2021 was quite a bustling season for the
Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly staff, and among our
most ambitious projects, the 2021 salmon
distribution.
On November 2nd 2021, the CNA staff embarked on
a mission to bring salmon to every single CNA
community. The journey started off with our nearest
community,
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In the days that followed, CNA continued to distribute
salmon to the remaining communities: Ashcroft
Indian Band, Boston Bar First Nation, Cook’s Ferry
Indian Band, Nicomen Indian Band, Nooaitch Indian
Band, Nicomen Indian Band, Siska Indian Band and
Shackan Indian Band. Every single registered member
was allocated 11 salmon fillets, for a whopping total of
32,500 lbs. of Salmon.
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2021 Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly Salmon Distribution
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2021 Citxw Nlaka'pamux Assembly Salmon Distribution
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Our New Office Location

to find a new space for CNA to call home. Our new
facility offers us the opportunity to better serve our
loyal community members and work with our valuable
partners.

Dear CNA Members,
It is with great pleasure that I write to inform you that
in December 2021, our office went through a few
changes. We have officially moved! Our office has
opened our doors in a more spacious and comfortable
building to easily accommodate our growing staff. Our
new address is 2025 Unit A. Granite Avenue, Merritt,
BC. The new location is right behind the Canada Post
Office, where the old medical building was prior.

Over the years we have made a lot of great memories.
We look forward to continuing to serve your needs
and work with you at our new location.

Our phone number is (250) 378-1864, and our main
contact email address is reception@cna-trust.ca.

As of December 13th 2021, we have been operating in
our new location. If you have any questions about the
move or our services, please call us and we’ll be happy
to help, we look forward to seeing you soon.

Since we opened, our loyal community members have
helped us transition successfully by finding us in our
new location. As office space was running low and our
team has continued to grow, we set out

-Winddancer George, Communications Assistant
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hen̓ łeʔ from Madelynn &
Virginia
We are so excited to start the New Year in our brandnew location, there is so much more room to help
better serve our members. We invite you all to come
in and see us at unit A 2025 Granite Ave in Merritt BC
(right behind the Post Office).
We are working diligently to keep our records up to
date, providing resumes and cover letters; we are
consistently seeking new training opportunities and
building working relationships to create room for our
communities to grow and expand our knowledge and
skillsets.

This year we are looking forward to being proactive
and efficient at providing the right training for our
members to be successful in working, playing, and
living at home. wʔéxʷ weʔ ƛ̓ uʔ (Take care).”
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OFA3 Training

Occupational First Aid Level 3 (OFA 3) is a 70 hour
program designed for remote worksites or employers
with large workforces more than 20 minutes from
medical aid. Successful participants will be qualified to
work as a WorkSafe BC OFA Level 3 first aid attendant.
Initial certification requires full participation and
course attendance plus successful completion of both
written and practical exams.

Starr Drynock, Nicomen Indian Band Member

and your communities proud. By seeing you, we
understand there is no secret to success. Preparation
and hard work is all what makes you successful.
Autumn, Starr and Tamara spent 10 days learning the
principles of burn management, ligament and tendon
injuries, general principles of management for
fractures and dislocations and so much more.
It's safe to say that you can trust these ladies to have
your back in the workforce.

Autumn Walkem-fry of Nicomen Indian Band

OFA3 Success Stories
Mid December a few of our members were happy
to participate in the Occupational First Aid Level 3
Certification Course, which is a course we often
have available to our members.

Tamara Campbell of Boston Bar First Nation

To kick off the new year, we would like to
congratulate, Autumn Walkem-Fry, Starr Drynock
and Tamara Campbell. You are a perfect example of
students who work hard and made yourself

Ceʔxʷ mixc
(Congratulate you)
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Upcoming Training and
Courses

Driving Lessons
Date(s): January 18th, February 1st
Time: 9:30am - 3:00pm
Duration: 45 Minute Slots
Cost: $65 + Admin Fees
Location: 2025-AGranite Avenue, Merritt, BC.

Occupational First Aid Level 1
Date(s):
Mon, Jan-10-2022
Tue, Jan-25-2022
Tue, Feb-8-2022
Mon, Feb-21-2022
Time: 8:15AM - 4:30PM
Duration: 1 Day Course
Cost: $125 + GST
Location: OH&S Kamloops BC, 825-J Laval
Crescent (Class-2)

This two week program provides participants with
an introduction to what it's like to work and live in
a remote workforce camp.
At the end of the program, the students will be
encouraged to apply to work in the catering and
housekeeping roles with Landsea Camp Services at
the sqemel Lalem camp located just outside of
Hope

The role and duties of an Occupational First Aid
Attendant. Head-to-toe examination. Operate
oxygen therapy equipment and insert oral airways.
Medical emergencies. Skin and soft tissue anatomy
and function. Management of soft tissue injuries.
Principles of burn management. Ligament and
tendon injuries. Manage soft tissue injuries.
Manage oxygen therapy equipment. Patient
positioning. Critical incident stress. Manage Oral
Airways. Patient packaging for rapid transport.
Management of circulatory emergencies. Manage
circulatory critical interventions. Head and brain
injuries. Neck and spinal injuries. Immobilization.
General principles of management for fractures
and dislocations.

Technical Writing for Professionals:
Date: January 27th - 28th
Time: 9;00AM - 4:00PM
Duration: 2 Day virtual course
Location: Online
Natural Resources Training Group (NRTG) offers a
dynamic two-day course to improve the quality of
technical writing by engineers, scientists and
technicians. Technical Writing for Professionals
equips students with hands-on tools to create
technical writing which is more engaging,
compelling, and persuasive.

Traffic Control Person (TCP)
Date(s): January 17th to 31st
Time: 7:15am - 4:30pm
Duration: 1 Day
Location: Kamloops BC
COST: $350 + GST

NRTG is pleased to customize this course for a
group or specific audience of ten or more
students. Customization consists of altering
examples and exercises to be specific to the
audience or, in the case of all students from a
given company, to use company specific reports to
make the exercises and examples as relevant as
possible to the students. Customizing for specific
audience enhances the learning but the underlying
content and premises - the principles of effective
writing- remain the same.

A traffic control person may also be known as a
flag person (flag woman/flag man) or signaller. The
main role is to:
Stop, slow, and safely direct traffic through
work or construction sites.
Protect workers in the construction zone by
regulating traffic flow.
Give traffic control directions and signals clearly
and precisely so that motorists understand
their meaning.
Keep the flow of traffic moving with as few
delays as possible.

For additional information or to register please contact:
Employment & Training Department
Phone: 250-378-1864
Email: malbert@cna-trust.ca
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A word from Lena Nicholson

This past quarter has gone by so quickly, but it has
been busy and filled with opportunity for new avenues
of learning, on Zoom meetings, through Storytelling
Gatherings and Daily nłeʔkepmxcín gatherings.
In November we hit the ground running, with sx̣ʷáʔes
(shwa-esh) - sockeye salmon deliveries in our 8
communities, and it was wonderful to see faces we
have not seen in some time, and to make new
acquaintances.
In mid-November we experienced severe flooding in
the Nicola Valley that devastated many of our
communities. ƛ̓ ék̓ t (tL-eKt) is a word in our language
for flood or high water, but nothing of this magnitude
has ever occurred even in the memories of Elders
who grew up alongside the Coldwater River. Recovery
from this disaster will be a long process, but together
we will be strong.

As so many people were displaced, an idea came
forth to host daily Zoom sessions, as an open space
for our people to móqʷix (mo-qweehx) -gather
together and nłeʔkepmxcínm (n-thlah-kep-muhxcheen-m) – speak our language. Our Elders –
qəłqəłmin kt (kalth-kalth-meen kt) expressed how
both speaking and hearing our language is good
mlámn (ml-amn) – medicine for us as séytknmx
(shayt-kn-muhx) – Indigenous people. From this
perspective, this makes the work on our language
and helping it to thrive, more important than ever.
Every day that we use our language, we honor our
skiʔkíyeʔ (shkee-keeyah) – ancestors, and we pave
the way for our future generations to know the
resilience of our people and our language, as it ties
us to this land. One participant said: my sons’ first
words were nłeʔkepmxcín and it’s because of the
resilience of your spirits (our Elders)…we are strong
like a spéc̓ n rope that frayed and almost broke but
is being woven back together ❤
- Lena Nicholson, nłeʔkepmxcín Program Developer
Lena Nicholson, November 5th, 2021, Cook's Ferry Salmon
Distribution.
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Territorial Stewardship
Department (TSD)

However, the intent of the TSD has always been to not only rely
on Western Science but also Nlaka’pamux Knowledge to
support the technical review work we do and ensure the tmixw
is protected into the future. While our technical strength has
grown, we have realized we also need to build out community
stewardship strength. Through internal discussions and
dialogue in the community we have identified that the TSD must

TSD acts as a technical support to the Participating Bands for
their agreements relating to the Teck Highland Valley Copper
mine. The department has been operational since late 2015
and over the last several years we have built technical expertise
and strength with respect to the mining industry and
implementation of the agreements. The TSD is focused on
diverse range of topics relating to the environment:

evolve to ensure we have staff focused completely on
building grassroots community connections and ensuring
communities concerns and priorities and Nlaka’pamux
Knowledge are integrated into the technical work that we do.
As such we are introducing the Community Stewardship role
into the TSD to engage and collaborate with the
communities and weave ALL our physical, spiritual, and
cultural values together to ensure that technical
recommendations and environmental management related
to the mine are inclusive of Nlaka’pamux knowledge and
perspectives.

Biodiversity management
Cultural Heritage
Environmental management
Environmental monitoring
Mine Closure and End Land Use
Regulatory
Dust management
Water management
Vegetation
Wildlife

So, without further ado, we would like to introduce our
newest member to the team as Senior Stewardship
Coordinator.
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Rebecca Shackelly,

Rebecca has experience working with many different natural
resource sectors including forestry, archaeology, government
referrals, and wildlife, including collaboration with Indigenous
communities to combine traditional knowledge and western
science concepts.

Senior Stewardship Coordinator
Rebecca was born and raised in the beautiful Nicola Valley;
she holds a strong passion for the Nlaka’pamux people. She
is a member Nooaitch Indian Band. Her late father Wilfred
and mother Celia were also born and raised in the Nicola
Valley (Nooaitch and Lower Nicola, respectively). The Apple
of her eye is of course her son, Zachary. Jake, her husband
of 24 years, has adopted her passion for the people and the
land.

Rebecca has 20+ years of experience with Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), Information Technology (IT) TRU
graduate, desktop publishing, ecosystem modeling and spatial
analysis. These are extra tools that will be an asset to the
storytelling of the Nation.
In the new year keep your eyes out for Rebecca in your
community she looks forward to working with membership,
Band Staff, youth and elders and our knowledge holders. If you
would like to meet with Rebecca to discuss your priorities or
concerns with respect to mining, please reach out at the CNA
office, she would be happy to connect.
For more information:
Phone: (250) 378-1864
rshackelly@cna-trust.ca

Her passion is to maintain the sustainability of the tmiwx
and to protect it for future generations. Rebecca will pursue
her passion in her role as Territorial Stewardship
Coordinator at the CNA. Her role will include communication
with ‘Grassroots’ people and to the eight Participating Bands
relating to the mandate of the Territorial Stewardship
Department. Rebecca views Indigenous knowledge as
reciprocal, not extractive: we must give something back to
the people we learn from. Incorporating Nlaka’pamux Laws
and Knowledge into the Environmental components, Cultural
Heritage program, Regulatory Engagement, Closure and End
Land Use Plans.

It may not look like a perfect basket to start, but
with your patience and input we can weave our
values together and pass on an inheritance to
the next seven generations.
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WE ARE

HIRING
BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH US:
Professional Development
Dental and Vison Insurance
Vacation / Paid Time Off
Health Insurance
Salary
Email your resume and cover letter to: hr@cna-trust.ca

go to: employment.cna-trust.ca to view full job postings
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https://cna-trust.ca/

https://employment.cna-trust.ca/

*Main Website

*Employment and Training Website

https://www.instagram.com/cit
xwnlakapamuxassembly/

https://www.tiktok.com/@citxwnl
akapamuxassembly?lang=en

https://www.facebook.com/cnatrust

https://www.facebook.com/CNATSD

*Main Page

*TSD Page

https://www.youtube.com/chan
nel/UC6bsBVDvOgTbpxaV6vCeYw

https://soundcloud.com/user799814567

2025-Unit A, Granite Ave.
Merritt B.C
V1k 1B8

Phone: (250) 378-1864
Fax: (250) 378-2910
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